>> details

Ingombri ridotti; Velocità elevata, caricamento motorizzato a mulinello, versatilità nel cambio formato.

>> speciﬁc

The automatic handle applicators can apply handles on

Thanks to the new optional handles on reel Bel are even

shrink ﬁlm packs, cardboard cases, briks, paper rolls or

more ﬂexible, allowing to use also paper and polypropylene

any type of rigid packs. In addition products can pass

tape reels. In this case the paper or polypropylene reel is

through the automatic handle applicators without any

cut and applied onto the adhesive tape, as an alternative to

handle being applied on them. The automatic handle

pre-cut cardboard or per-handler adhesive tape. Thanks

applicators can apply different types of handles, joined

to the large reel diameters, waiting times are reduced.

features

features

Precutting device for carton & carton’s
stock.

Double dispenser unit for adhesive tape.

Double dispenser unit for cartons rolls.
Optional: handles on rolls.

Easy access with opening windowsdoors.

Intralox belt.

Fast change of format, sizes indicated on
the metric line.

Can be integrate in our packaging lines.

High speed. Up to 80 pcs/min, easy
change of format.

High quality ISO certificated components.

handle app
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>> general

ation

This handle applicator provides a safe, strong and ergonomic handle. We are committed to
exceed the expectations of those who seek the best. versatilità nel cambio formato.
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handle applicators machines

leader in the manufacturing packaging equipment

to a transparent adhesive tape and made from: precut

>>BEL

cardboard labels, pre-handled adhesive tape reels, paper
and polypropylene handles on reel. At the moment, 4
models are available, differing in the their speed: outputs
up to 25, 40, 60, 80 packs for minute PPM- depending on
the pack dimensions.
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>>

Indipendent and modular unit can be
integrated in our packaging lines.

>>

Speed: up to 80 packs/min.
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>> technical features
MOD.

25

40

60

80

Machine dim. (LxWxH)

2660x1055x2155-2315

3520x1055x2155-2315

3520x1055x2155-2315

4155x1055x2155-2315

Speed

25 p/min

40 p/min

60 p/min

80 p/min

ADHESIVE TAPE 6 PRE-HANDLED REELS TECHNICAL FEATURES

MONO ORIENTED POLYPROPYLENE

Tape support thickness ( in accordance with pack size)

50 my

Tape total thickness

72 my

Adhesiveness on steel

10 (N/25 mm)

Adhesiveness on PE

7,5 (N/25 mm)

Tensile strength (in accordance with pack size)

350 (N/25 mm)

Stretching

> 30%

Length of adhesive tape on reel

up to 6500 m

Adhesive tape width

25 mm

Max. external diameter of the reel

350 mm

Reel minimum core diameter (sleeve)

6”

Reel width

200 mm

Storage conditions

10° - 40°C - humidity from 40% al 90%

>>

Siemens touch screen.

